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Optimal Codes, Laguerre and Special Laguerre i-Structures 
M. L. H. WILLEMS 
A special Laguerre i-structure (resp. Laguerre i-structure) of order n (i ;;;01) is an incidence 
structure] = (P, B 1 U B 2 , 1) for which : (i) each element of P is incident with one element of Blo 
(ii) each i-residual space of] (with respect to B 1) is a projective plane of order n minus one 
point (resp. an affine plane of order n), (iii) B2 ¢ 0 and each element of B2 is incident with at 
least i elements of P which are pairwise not incident with a common element of B 1• We prove 
that every Laguerre i-structure of even order n, can be embedded in a special Laguerre i-structure 
of order n, and that if a Laguerre i-structure (resp. an optimal (n + i, i + 2)-code), i;;;o 2, of even 
order n, n ;<: 2, exists, then n iii 0 (mod 18). 
1. LAGUERRE- AND SPECIAL LAGUERRE i-STRUCTURES 
1.1. Suppose that K = (P, B, I) is an incidence structure, with P and B disjoint sets 
and Ie P x B an incidence relation. Assume that B = B 1 U B2 with Bland B2 disjoint 
sets. The elements of P are called points, and the elements of Bl (resp. B 2) are called 
lines (resp. circles). Two points x, yare called collinear iff x and yare incident with at 
least one common line of K. If Ph ... ,Pi are i pairwise noncollinear points of K, then 
the incidence structure Kp, ... p, = (Pp, ... P" Bp, ... p" Ip, ... p.), with pp' ... P' = P\{x e P: x is collinear 
with Pi> je{1, ... ,i}}, B p, ... p,=(B1)p, ... p,u(B2)p, ... P" {B1)p, ... p,=B1\{LeB1:LIpi> je 
{1, ... , i}}, (B 2)p, ... P' = {M e B 2: plM, j e {1, ... , i}}, is called the i-residual space (i-RS) 
of K = (P, Bl uB2, I) in Ph . .. , Pi (with respectto Bl). We notice that Kp, ... p, will also be 
denoted by K 1...i. 
1.2. A special Laguerre i-structure of order n (resp. Laguerre i-structure of order n) 
[3,5,6] (resp. [2]) is an incidence structure 1= (P, Bl uB2 , I), with P the point set, Bl 
(resp. B 2) the line set (resp. circle set) and Icpx{B 1uB2) the incidence relation 
satisfying the following: 
(i) Each point of I is incident with one line of 1. 
(ii) Each i-residual space of I (with respect to B 1) is isomorphic to a projective plane 
of order n minus one point (resp. to an affine plane of order n). 
(iii) B2 ¥- 0 and each circle is incident with at least i pairwise non-collinear points. 
Mostly we shall identify a line (resp. circle) with the set of all points incident with it. 
The number of points incident with a circle (resp. line) will be called the degree of the 
circle (resp. line). The only point of the projective plane corresponding by (ii) to an i-RS 
of a special Laguerre i-structure, which is not a point of the same i-RS, will be called 
the standard point of the i-RS. The infinite point of the projective plane, arisen from the 
affine plane corresponding by (ii) to an i-RS of a Laguerre i-structure, which is incident 
with the lines of Bl in the same i-RS, will be called the standard point of the i-RS. The 
following theorems were proved in [2] and [3]. 
If Z is a Laguerre i-structure of order n, i ~ 1, then Z has n (n + i) points, n i+2 circles 
(each of degree n + i) and n + i lines (each of degree n). 
If Z is a special Laguerre i-structure of order n, i ~ 1, then Z has n (n + i + 1) points, 
n ;+2 circles (each of degree n + i + 1) and n + i + 1 lines (each of degree n) with n even. 
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One can easily prove the following essential property [5]: 
If C I and C2 are circles of a special Laguerre i-structure of order n for which ICI n C2 1 ~ i, 
then ICl nC2IE{i+l,n+i+l}. 
Now, in 1.3 we prove the following theorem. 
The incidence structure I is a Laguerre i-structure, i ~ 1, of even order n iff I is obtained 
from a special Laguerre i-structure of order n by deleting a line and its n points. 
1.3. An s-arc of a projective plane, P(2, n), of order n is a set of s points, such that 
every line of P(2, n) contains at most two of the s points. 
It is well known that for n even (resp. odd) s ,,;; n + 2 (resp. s ,,;; n + 1). An (n + 2)- arc 
(resp. (n + I)-arc) of P(2, n) is called a complete oval (resp. oval) of P(2, n). The following 
well known theorem is very important for the purpose of this paper. 
If n is even, then the n + 1 tangents of an ovalO in P(2, n) are incident with a common 
point u, which is called the nucleus of O. 
Assume that q is power of a prime. Let 0 = {Xl. ••• ,Xq+l} (resp. 0 = {Xl. ••• , Xq +2}) 
denote an oval (resp. complete oval) in the plane PG(2, q) of PG(3, q). Further, assume 
that x is a point of PG(3, q) with xePG(2, q). Then the points of PG(3, q) which are 
different from x on the lines XXI. • •• ,XXq+1 (resp. XXI. ••• ,XXq +2), the lines XXI. . .. ,XXq+1 
(resp. XXI. ••• ,XXq +2) and the sections of XXI U ... U XXq+1 (resp. XXI U ••• U XXq +2) with 
planes of PG(3, q) which are not incident with X are the points, lines and circles of a 
"classical" Laguerre I-structure (resp. special Laguerre I-structure) I of order q. 
THEOREM 1. The incidence structure I is a Laguerre I-structure of order n, n even, 
iff it is obtained from a special Laguerre I-structure of order n by deleting a line and its 
n points. 
PROOF. Clearly, the incidence structure obtained from a special Laguerre I-structure 
of order n by deleting a line and its n points is a Laguerre I-structure of order n. 
Conversely, assume that I is a Laguerre I-structure of order n, n even. Let 
Kl. ... , Kn+l denote the n + 1 lines of I. We define the following relation - in B 2• 
VCl. C2 E B 2: CI - C2 iff C I = C2 or ICI n C2 1 = 1. Obviously, the relation - in B2 is 
reflexive and symmetric. We prove now that - is transitive too. Therefore we introduce 
the following notation (CI -C2)i, i E{I, ... , (n + l)n}, iff C l nC2 ={xi}' If (CI -C2)i an 
(C2 - C3)i, by considering the l-RS h then C I - C3 • So, assume that (CI - C2)i and 
(C2 - C3)j with i.,t. j. If Xk denotes the point of C I which is collinear with Xi> then the set 
CI\{Xk} = C~ is an n-arc in the projective plane, P(2, n), corresponding with the l-RS 
I j• Since every line of I j through the standard point fj of I j contains exactly one point of 
C~, the set C~ U {fj} = C~ is an oval of P(2, n). Now n is even, and this implies that 
the oval C~ of P(2, n) has a nucleus g in P(2, n) which is an infinite point of h Let m 
denote the infinite point of the lines C2\{Xj} and C3\{Xj} in I j• The line C2\{Xj} is a tangent 
of the oval C~. This implies that m = g, and so we have C3 - CI • Thus - is an equivalence 
relation. 
If C E B 2, then every point Xi of C is incident with n - 1 circles Cij for which (C - Cij )i. 
This implies that every equivalence class of the equivalence relation - has n 2 elements. 
So, - has n equivalence classes El. ... ,En. 
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The n infinite points ~f a 1-RS Ji which are different from the standard point can be 
identified in a natural way with the n equivalence classes: two lines of Ji, which do not 
contain the standard point, correspond to equivalent circles of J iff they have the same 
infinite point. So, there exists exactly one circle of an arbitrary equivalence class E j which 
is incident with any two non-collinear points of J. 
Let Jl denote the incidence structure obtained from J by adjoining E h ... ,En (as 
new points) and Kn+2 (as new line) to the point set (resp. line set) of J, such that Kn+2 
is incident with Eh ... ,En and every E t, [= 1, ... ,n, is incident with Kn+2 and also 
with its n 2 elements. Clearly, any three pairwise non-collinear points of Jl are incident 
with one circle. Each point of Jl is incident with one line. Every 1-RS of Jl in a point 
of J is a projective plane of order n minus one point. Consider the 1-RS J1f of Jl in a 
point Ef, [= 1, ... ,n. Let M denote the incidence structure obtained from J1f by 
adjoining m (as new point) to the point set of J1f such that m is incident with the lines 
Kh ... ,Kn + 1• Then M is a 2 - (n 2 + n + 1, n + 1, 1) design (i.e. a projective plane). So, 
every 1-RS of Jl is a projective plane of order n minus one point. This implies that Jl 
is a special Laguerre i-structure of order n. So the theorem is proved. 
A subset 0 of an i-dimensional projective space Si whose order may be infinite, with 
101;;;'i-l, is called an (i-i)-oval [2], iff every (i-i)-dimensional subspace Si-l of Si 
has at most i points with a in common and every subset A of a degree i -1, A = 
{Xl, ... ,Xi-I} is incident with exactly one (i -i)-dimensional subspace S~-1 for which 
IS~-1 n 01 = i -1. The (i -i)-dimensional subspace S~-1 is called the tangent hyperplane 
of A at a in Si. 
A Laguerre (i -i)-conus [2] is a subset C of the point set of an (i + i)-dimensional 
projective space Si+h which is the set of points on the lines of Si+l joining a fixed point, 
X, X e Si with the points of an (i -1)- oval in Si. The point X is called the top of C. 
If C is a Laguerre (i -1)~conus in the (i + i)-dimensional projective space Si+h with 
top x, then the incidence structure L = (P, Bl uB2, E) with P = C\{x}, Bl the set of lines 
of C through X and B2 the set of the intersections of C with the hyperplanes Si of Si+l 
which are not incident with x, is a "classical" Laguerre (i -i)-structure [2]. 
Notice that for every i, i;;;. 2, there exists a classical Laguerre (i -i)-structure of infinite 
order, but the only known Laguerre (i -i)-structures i ;;;. 3, of finite order have order 2 
or 3 (see also [2]). 
Assume that L = (P, B 1 u B 2 , E) is a classical Laguerre (i -1)- structure i ;;;. 2. Suppose 
that C1 and C2 are two circles of L for which ICI n C21 = i -1. Let sf (resp. S~) denote 
the i-dimensional hyperplane of Si+l which intersects the Laguerre (i -i)-conus C in 
C1 (resp. C 2 ). Clearly, C1 (resp. C2 ) is an (i -1)-oval in sf (resp. S~). The (i-
i)-dimensional subspace sf nS~ of Si+l is a tangent hyperplane of C 1 nC2 at C1 in sf 
(and also at C2 in S~). 
REMARKS. The incidence structure obtained from a special Laguerre (i -i)-structure 
of order n, i;;;. 2, by deleting a line and its n points is a Laguerre (i -i)-structure 
L = (P, B 1 u B 2, I) of even order n with the following properties. 
PROPOSITION 1. The equivalence relation _i-l defined in B2 as follows: VCh C2 E 
B 2: C1 _i-lC2~Cl = C2 or IC1 n C2 1 = i -lor 3t E No, 301, ••• , at EB2: IC1 nOli = 
101 n 0 2 1 = ... = lOt n C2 1 = i -1 has n equivalence classes, each containing n i elements. 
PROOF. If two circles 0 1 and O 2 of L are equivalent, then by 1.2 they are both 
incident with the same deleted point of the corresponding special Laguerre (i-
i)-structure of order n (say L *). Conversely, if 0 1 and O 2 are two circles of L * which 
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are both incident with the same deleted point Xl. then 0 1 and O2 are equivalent in L. 
Indeed we shall construct t circles Vl. ... , VI> t,;;; i -1, in L * through Xl for which 
101 n VII = I VI n V 21 = ... = I V t n 0 21 = i. Assume that X2, ••• , Xi+l are points of 0 1 and 
Xi+2, ••• , X2i+l are points of O 2 such that Xj+i is collinear with Xj, j E {2, ... , i + 1}. There 
exists exactly one circle VI of L * through the i + 1 pairwise non-collinear points 
Xl. X2, ••• , Xi and X2i+l. Obviously, I VI nOli E {n + i, i}. Consider the circle V2 of L * 
through the i + 1 pairwise non-collinear points Xl. X2, •.. , Xi - t. X2i and X2i+h clearly 
1V2n vII E {i, n + n. So, one can construct successively circles ~,j E {3, ... , i -1}, through 
Xl, X2, ••• ,Xi+l-jo X2i+2-jo •.• ,X2i+l for which I ~ n ~-d E {n + i, i}. Now, since I Vi- l n 
0 21 ~ i, we have 1Vi-l n 0 21 E {i, n + i} and so the property follows. 
PROPOSITION 2. 
VCh C 2 EB2 : C I _i-l C2 and ICI nC21 ~i -2~ICI nC21 E{i -1, n +i -1}. 
PROOF. If Cl _i-l C2 , then C l and C2 are incident with the same deleted point of 
the corresponding special Laguerre (i-1)-structure L*. So C l and C2 have i or n+i 
points in common in L *, thus ICI n C21 E {i -1, n + i -1}. 
PROPOSITION 3. Every i pairwise non-collinear points Xl, ••• ,Xi of L are incident with 
exactly one circle of each equivalence class of _i-I. 
THEOREM 2. The incidence structure I is a Laguerre i-structure, i ~ 1, of order n, n 
even, iff I is obtained from a special Laguerre i-structure of order n by deleting a line and 
its n points. 
PROOF. Clearly, the incidence structure obtained from a special Laguerre i-structure 
of order n in the described way is a Laguerre i-structure of order n, n even. 
So, assume that I is a Laguerre i-structure, i ~ 1, of even order n. If i = 1, then, by 
Theorem 1, I is obtained from a special Laguerre 1-structure of order n by deleting a 
line and its n points. Now we proceed by induction on i. So assume that the theorem is 
proved for the values i', i > i' ~ 1. Obviously, every 1-RS of I is a Laguerre (i-
1)-structure of even order n, which is obtained from a special Laguerre (i -1)-structure 
of order n in the described way. 
Now we define the following equivalence relation - in B 2 : 
VOh02EB2:0l-02~01=02 or 101n021=i or 
3t E No: 3Ct. C2 , ••• , Ct E B 2 : 101 n Cli = ICI n C21 = ... = ICt n 0 21 = i. 
Next, assume that 0 E B 2, {Xl. ... ,Xi+l} cO and that Xi-l-2 is collinear with Xl. XI': Xi+2' 
Then we prove that I has exactly one circle M containing Xi+2, X2,' •• , Xi+l for which 
10 nMI = i. The 1-RS 12 is obtained from a special Laguerre (i -1)-structure of order 
n by deleting a line and its n points; so by Proposition 3 the i pairwise non-collinear 
points Xi+2, X3, ••• ,Xi+l are incident with exactly one circle M\{X2} of the equivalence 
class of 0\{X2} for _i-l in 12• By Proposition 2, we have 1M n 01 = i. Clearly M is 
uniquely defined. Now, it follows easily that every i + 1 pairwise non-collinear points 
are incident with at least one circle of each equivalence class of -. 
The following property (4) of - in B2 shows the relationship between - and _i-I, 
where - i-I is the equivalence relation in II. Assume that Ot. O2 E B 2 , 0 1 - O2 and 
X1EOln02. Obviously, Ol\{Xl}, 02\{Xl}EB~, with B~ the set of all circles of II. Now 
we shall prove that 01\{XI}_i- 10 2\{x!l. This is clear if 0 1 =02 or 101n021=i. So 
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assume that C 10 ... , C, e B2 and 101 n Cli = ICI n C21 = ... = IC, n 021 = i. We shall con-
struct (in two steps) circles Vb . .. , Vs in J which contain Xl and for which 101 n VII = 
1V1 n V2 1 = ... = IVs n 0 21 = i. 
Step 1. Introduce the following notations: 0 1 = Co and O2 = C'+l. We show that 
there are circles Nt and Nl' of B2 through Xl for which ICtnNd = ICt+lnNl'I=i and 
INt nNt,1 e {i, n + i}, 1= 0, ... ,t. Obviously, Xl is not collinear with at least i-I points 
of Ct n Ct+1o say Y10 ... ,Yi-l. By the preceding paragraph, J has at least one circle Nt 
(resp. Nt,) through Xl. Y10 ... , Yi-l for which INt n Cd = i (resp. INt, n Ct+ll = i). Thus 
Nt-Nt, and IN,nNl'I~i -1 ~ 1. The sets N'\{Yl}, NI'\{Yl}, C'\{Yl} and Ct+l\{Yl} are four 
equivalent circles for _i-l in J y ,. By Proposition 2 of J y , we have IN, nN1'1 e {i, n + i}. 
Note that N" - N 1+ l , 1= 0, . . . , t. 
Step 2. Assume first that i = 2. If N" n Cl+ l n N'+l contains at least one point X2, 
then N 1'\{X2} and N'+l \{X2} coincide or have exactly one point in common in h by Theorem 
1. Thus INl'nNt+1le{2,n+2}. Now assume that Nl'nC'+lnN1+I =0, Nl'nC1+l = 
{Y1o Y2} N t+l n Ct+l = {Y3, Y4}, Ys eNt+1 (resp. Y6 eNI') is collinear with YI (resp. Y3). Then 
Xl e {Y1o ... , Y6}. Let [13 denote the standard point of the projective plane, P(2, n), 
corresponding with the 2-RS JYlY3 • The sets {f13}U (Nt,\{y1o Y6}) and (N'+l \{Y3, Ys}) U {[13} 
are ovals of P(2, n), with common nucleus, being the infinite point m of the line 
C'+l \{Yl. Y3}' The 2-RS Jy1Y3 has exactly one line W\{Y1o Y3} which is incident with Xl 
and m in P(2, n). Obviously, W is a circle of J through Xl for which W nNe = {Xl> Yl} 
and W nN1+l = {Xl. Y3}. Now J I is a Laguerre I-structure of even order n, so by Theorem 
1 we have INt,nN'+11=2. 
Assume now that i > 2. Let {Y1o ... , Yi} (resp. {Yi+1o ... , Y2;) denote Nt, n Ct+l (resp. 
N'+l n Cl +l ). Further, assume that Xl e {Yl> ... , Yi-l. Yi+l. ... , Y2i-l}. We know that J has 
at least one circle M~ through Xl. Y2, . .. , Yi-l. Yi+l for which IM~ nNd = i and IM~ n 
CI+ll ~ i -1. By Proposition 2 in JY2 we have IM~ n C I+ 1 1 e {i, n + i}. If i = 3, then one can 
prove analogously that IM~ n NI+ll e {i, n + i}. If i > 3, then we know that J has at least 
one circle M~ through Xl. Yi+l. Yi+2 and i - 3 points of (M~ n CI+l)\{Xl. Yi+l. Yi+2} which 
are not collinear with Yi+2, for which IM~ nM~ I = i. Once more, we can prove that 
IMi n CI+11 e {i, n + i} and if i = 4 then 1M; n N I+11 e {i, n + i} . In the general case (i > 3), 
we successively construct circles M~, r e {2, ... , i - 2}, through Xl. Yi+1o ... , Yi+r for which 
IM~nM~-tl=i and IMl-2 nCI+de{i, n+i}. Now, Ml-2 -NI+1 and IMl-2 nNI+d~i-
1. By Proposition 2 of JY'+l we have IMi-2 n N t+11 e {i, n + i}. 
So, it is clearthatthe circles Vl. . .. , Vs ofJ through xtfor which 101 n VII = IVI n V 21 = 
... = I Vs n 0 2 1 = i can be chosen in the family (N" N l .: Ie {O, ... , t}, ML ... ,Ml-2 : Ie 
{O, ... , t -I}). 
Since every equivalence class of - in B2 has at least one element through Xl. and any 
two circles 0 1 and O2 through Xl are equivalent for - iff 01\{Xl}_i-I 0 2\{Xl} in Jl. we 
conclude that - has n equivalence classes each containing n i+l elements. Let E10 ... , En 
denote the n equivalence classes of - in B 2 • . 
Let J 1 denote the incidence structure obtained from J by adjoining E 1> ••• ,En (as new 
points) to the point set of J and K n +i+l (as new line) to the line set of J such that K n +i+l 
is incident with El. . .. , En, and Ei is incident with K n+ i+ l and also with its elements of 
B 2 , j = 1, ... ,n. Clearly, each point of JI is incident with one line and every circle is 
incident with n + i + 1 points. The l-RS J~ of JI in a point Xl of J is a special Laguerre 
(i -I)-structure of order n. So every (i -1)-RS of J~ is a projective plane of order n 
minus one point. Thus, every i-RS of Jl is a projective plane of order n minus one 
point. This implies that f is a special Laguerre i-structure of order n. So the theorem 
is proved. 
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2. OPTIMAL CODES AND (SPECIAL) LAGUERRE i-STRUCTURES 
Let F denote the alphabet {A l. ... , An} of n symbols, n ~ 2. The set V = Fm, m ~ 2, 
is called the set of words. Ifj E{1, ... , m} and Pi : V -+F: (Xl."" xm)-+xj, then Pi is called 
the jth coordinate function of V. A code C is a subset of V. The Hamming distance 
between two words u, v of C is the number of places where they differ and is denoted 
by d(u, v). The minimum distance d of a code C is the minimum Hamming distance 
between its code words. 
Assume that i ,;;; m, i E No. The set A = {h, h. ... , j;} is called a set of information digits 
of the code C ifff {(Pit(c), ... ,Pio(C)): cEC}=F i . A code C, Cc V, with cardinality ni, 
is called an (m, i)-code of order n iff C has at least one set of i information digits. An 
(m, i)- code of order n is called an optimal code iff every set of i indices is a set of i 
information digits. Thus, an optimal (m, i)- code of order n is a code with word length 
m for which every i symbols may be taken as message symbols. Clearly, an optimal 
(m, i)-code of order n has minimum distance d = m - (i -1) between its code words. 
In [1] W. Heise proved the following theorem: 
THEOREM 3. There exists an optimal (n + i, i + 2)-code, i ~ 1, of order, n, iff there 
exists a Laguerre i-structure of order n. 
The corresponding theorem for special Laguerre i-structures was proved in [4]. 
THEOREM 4. There exists an optimal (n + i + 1, i + 2)-code, i ~ 1, of order n, iff there 
exists a special Laguerre i-structure of order n. 
We proved the following theorem in [5]. 
THEOREM 5. If there exists a special Laguerre i-structure of order n (resp. an optimal 
(n + i + 1, i + 2)-code of order n), with i ~ 2 and n ¥= 2, then n == 0 (mod 18). 
THEOREM 6. If there exists a Laguerre i-structure of even order n, n ¥= 2, i ~ 2 (resp. 
an optimal (n + i, i + 2)-code, i ~ 2, of even order n), then n == 0 (mod 18). 
PROOF. This theorem is an immediate corollary of Theorems 2-5. 
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